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OUTSIDE aims to promote the acquisition of innovative skills through the creation of
entrepreneurial projects based on sustainable development and the involvement of
"Open Community of Learning"- OCL (schools, institutions, third sector, civil society and
business world of the local community).
OUTSIDE is implemented by 9 partners (4 Schools and 5 Technical Partners) from Italy,
Belgium Croatia, Lithuania and the Uk. The Consortium has been set up taking into
account the required expertise to realize the professional development of educators in
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order to achieve the implementation of the OUTSIDE methodology in Europe.

OUTSIDE envisages the realization of four main results:
TRAINING TOOLKIT FOR TEACHERS

4.
WHAT'S
NEXT?

RESOURCE CENTER
COLLECTION OF BUSINESS PROJECTS
COMPETENCE FRAMEWORK
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2. WHAT HAS HAPPENED SO FAR
The OUTSIDE project started in October 2020 with great
enthusiasm from all our partners coming from five different
countries. AlthoughCovid 19 did not allow us to meet in person, we
had great pleasure to have our first Kick-off meeting at the
beginning of November. Winter time has been dedicated in building
up a solid research framework, following which we undertook a
country based research to analyse the status of the art in
SustainableEntrepreneurship, Open schooling and Environmental
Education.This research work has also been possible thanks to the
cooperation of universities, organizations and experts that
participated in a focus group organized in every of the partners’
countries.

FINAL JOINT REPORT
The overall research effort was summed up in the IO1 - Final Joint
Report delivered at the end of April 2021. The report fulfilled the
obligation

to

identify

the

prerequisites

and

principles

for

developing the OUTSIDE methodology and gave rise to the
mapping of modules and training materials for the OUTSIDE Toolkit.
The results of the research have been summarised into a Joint
Report, available here.
The overall research presented a quite clear picture of the
knowledge, state of the art and barrier to the development of the
OUTSIDE methodology.
We observed that despite the growing interests that topics such as
outdoor

learning,

environmental

education

and

sustainable

entrepreneurship gained in the last years, there are still structural,
logistic and cultural barriers to a systematic inclusion of these
subjects in the school curricula. More has to be done in integrating
the development of traversal and specific skills and competences
related to sustainable literacy and their assessment in school
curricula.
That is why OUTSIDE project's purposes seem to meet an
educational deficiency and attempt to set some guidelines to
produce a structured response to the training needs of teachers
towards an OUTSIDE methodology.
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Following the research results, all partners developed a series of training modules that responded to the
analysis of training needs, those are:

2

1

Knowing nature
to protect the
world

Taking learning
outdoors

5
Green business plan

3

4

How to turn
environmental
challenges into
business
opportunities

The stakeholders'
engagement into
school life

6
Proiect management
for sustainable
development

7
Boost your
green ideas
through ICT

TOOLKIT DESIGN AND FRAMEWORK
The 2nd Transnational project meeting was held online at the beginning of March 2021 where the project
began to brainstorm and formalise modules for the toolkit as part of the IO1 activity. Focusing on the use of
Open Education Resources (OERs), competences laid out in the EntreComp, and LifeComp, project partners
were able to quickly draw up a list of topics and skills that the Outside Resource Centre should contain. We
also agreed that the platform should be developed using free open source teaching software.
All partners agreed that the toolkit had to be well-structured, intuitive to use, and must follow best
practices. To ensure that the toolkit becomes a collection of self-help resources, the toolkit modules were
carefully selected and mapped so that users (trainers or participants) could leverage their research,
problem solving and creative skills, with the ultimate outcome of creating and developing a green business
value proposition.

MODULES DEVELOPMENT
The good thing about the mapped modules for the toolkit was that they could be followed sequentially or
adapted to meet specific sustainable development and green business training needs. The demo and
workshop session to test the toolkit at the C1 teacher training in Perugia in Italy last month, saw positive
feedback from all participants that the kit is fit-for-purpose.
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3. WHERE ARE WE NOW
PROJECT MEETING & WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS IN ITALY
After a large number of online meetings, the OUTSIDE team finally
found itself face to face from 26 to 29 September 2021 in Perugia.
The Transnational Project Meeting (TPM) and the Training of trainers
(LTTA) were organized with a special focus on the toolkit and its
testing. During the TPM, in cooperation with the partners, a review
of the activities carried out so far was presented, and an action
plan for the next period was made. In addition, the administrative
and financial needs of the project were defined with the partners
who are now ready for the upcoming report and the work to be
carried out in the following months.
At the training, all partners presented the modules they developed
in IO1 with the aim to test them and see if they will be useful for
schools. It was a great opportunity for participating teachers to
practice

hands-on

with

innovative

tools

and

teaching

methodologies.

THE OUTSIDE RESOURCE CENTRE (IO2)
The project will also offer teachers, students and stakeholders the opportunity of making use of the
OUTSIDE Resource Center. The Resource Centre will take the form of a cross media platform containing
the authentic material created by the project partners during the experimentation of the OUTSIDE
methodology, as well as OERs focused on innovation in education applied to environmental protection
and sustainability through open schooling useful for teacher training.
The IO2 will therefore be a key tool for:
stimulating other European educational communities outside the partnership in the
implementation of educational innovation paths;

provide other European schools with guidelines and material produced by the direct
experimentation of the schools concerned. In fact, for most of the institutions it is difficult to
find support material when planning the introduction of innovative methodologies and
experimentation.
The OUTSIDE Platform intends to address these difficulties by making available to institutions and
professionals in the world of education material that is easy to use and well structured, selected for
practical experimentation and directly accessible from the platform in an interactive way.
In September 2021, partners started the population of the platform that will be made soon available to
everyone.
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4. WHAT'S NEXT?
Next phase of OUTSIDE will see the students become protagonists
of the project by creating green business projects in the
framework of the Collection of green business projects, intellectual
output number 3.
Starting in 2022, students will have the opportunity to design and
implement their green business ideas. Students will get the chance
to work on their green ideas practically and be able to work even
with different business organisations. While students will sharpen
their skills in sustainable business, this step will also broaden the
horizons of the students in innovation.
Students will be creating their green business ideas and the results
of the experimentation will be presented in a collection of business
projects. The main purpose of it is to demonstrate the effectiveness
of innovative methodologies focused on open schooling and
project-based learning applied to environmental promotion for the
development of students' transversal skills.
The Collection of green business projects will highlight two key
aspects:
the possibility to transfer the projects developed by the students and the OUTSIDE
methodology to other contexts;
the need to adopt innovative teaching practices that give students the opportunity to
innovate, to try to make a change in and with the local community.
Furthermore, all the modules that have been developed by different partner organisations in the initial
stage of the project will be implemented in the schools with both teachers and students. After the
implementation of the modules, the success and impact of the Toolkit will be assessed and if needed further
improved. The Toolkit will be published after its finalisation and will be shared online in the OUTSIDE
platform so that all interested parties such as teachers, educators, stakeholders and young people will be
able to freely access it.

Join the OUTSIDE Community!
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